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HOW TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY TECHNOLOGY
AFFECTS INMATES’ ACCESS TO PRISON LAW
LIBRARIES IN THE UNITED STATES PRISON
SYSTEM
By Kelsey Brown*
ABSTRACT

In today’s generation America is open 24 hours, 7 days a week.
Americans live in an open-all-night society, where with one click,
one can buy groceries, watch a 3D movie, bowl a perfect game, and
eat pizza all at two in the morning without ever leaving his or her
living room. Therefore, is not a stretch to imagine a single digital
device, such as a computer or phone, that could hold thousand, if
not, millions of books with topics ranging from comedy, fiction,
nonfiction, business, cooking, fitness, etc. But most importantly, and
one of the focuses of this Comment, are those digital devices that
hold various legal texts. Specifically, texts that inform the reader on
legal lingo and procedures, such as how to file a claim with the court,
or modern case law dealing with criminal charges. For the general
public, access to and the availability of legal information can be
displayed on their computer, tablet, gaming systems (e.g. Xbox or
PlayStation), or cellphone. Advances in technology makes it so that
any device with internet access can provide the user with legal
information. However, what effect do advances in technology have
on inmates’ legal research while incarcerated in prisons?
Part I of this Comment will briefly describe the evolution of prison
law libraries from the Bounds and Casey decisions to the present. Part
II of this Comment will examine the adequacy of prison law libraries
under the Casey decision. Part III of this Comment will answer the
* Kelsey Brown is a graduate of Marquette University Law School. She received her
Bachelor’s and Master’s degree in Criminal Justice from Radford University in 2012 and
2014 respectively. Kelsey would like to thank her family and every person she interviewed for this comment, because without them this comment would not have been possible
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question of whether twenty-first century technology helps or hinders
an inmate’s access to the court via prison law libraries. Part IV of this
Comment will discuss the strength and weakness of twenty-first
century digital materials versus standard print materials. Part V of
this Comment will brief mention the Author’s inferences regarding
jail law libraries.
Finally, this Comment will conclude by
recommending steps prison officials can take to ensure that their
prison law libraries are adequate under the United States Supreme
court decision of Casey, and by suggesting that further research be
conducted to ensure prisoners are fully using their right to access the
courts.
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INTRODUCTION
At the end of 2016, over 1.5 million prisoners were under the
control of state and federal correctional authorities in the United
States.1 And because prison populations are so high, an inmate’s
need for legal assistance and legal materials were also high. Given
the advances in today’s technology, it is assumed that it would be
easy to meet this need by providing inmates with digital devices prestored with helpful legal information located in the prison’s law
library. However, correctional officials across the United States are
having a difficult time answering that need, not only because of
shrinking budgets and cuts in personnel, but also because of the
difficulties in deciphering the various federal and state case laws on
what it means to give inmates access to the courts. Not to mention
what it means to have an “adequate” prison law library.
Many scholars, researchers, and lawyers have attempted to
assess and evaluate the adequacy of prison law libraries in the
United States criminal justice system.2 Prior studies have generally
tried to answer one or both of the following two questions: (1) the
impact of Lewis vs. Casey3 on prison law libraries and an inmate’s
access to the courts; and (2) what “adequate” law libraries meant in
Bounds vs. Smith4 and under the constitutional provision right to
access.5 Because most of these studies were conducted over five years
ago, this Comment will offer a up-to-date review of prison law
libraries within the United States. Specifically, this Comment will
conduct an empirical literature review analysis to study the effect of
twenty-first century technology on inmates’ access to prison law
libraries within the American criminal justice system. Studying an
inmate’s right to access prison law libraries is an important issue to
tackle given that many inmates are unable to afford lawyers.
Therefore, if inmates are better able to represent themselves in the
justice system, then this will convince inmates that their sentences
were just and help them to see the legitimacy of the criminal justice
system. Having access to prison law libraries will also lead to a
1. E. Ann Carson, Prisoners in 2016, BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, (January 9, 2019),
https://www.bjs.gov/index.cfm?ty=pbdetail&iid=6187.
2. See e.g. Camilla Tubbs, Electronic Research in State Prisons, 25 LEGAL REFERENCES
SERVICES Q. 13, 18 (2006); Michael J. Sabath & William Payne, Providing Inmate Access to the
Courts: U.S. Prison Strategies for Complying with Constitutional Rights, 92 THE PRISON
JOURNAL 45, 46 (2012); Suzanna Conrad, Collection Development and Circulation Policies in
Prison Libraries: An Exploratory Survey of Librarians in US Correctional Institutions, 82 THE
LIBRARY QUARTERLY 407, 414 (2012).
3. 518 U.S. 343 (1996).
4. 430 U.S. 817 (1977).
5. See Sabath & Payne, supra note 2; Conrad, supra note 2.
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decrease in frivolous lawsuits by inmates.
This Comment argues that correctional officials should have
their libraries stocked with both print and digital legal materials.
This will ensure the best compliance with Casey, the United States
Constitution, various state and federal statutes, and
interdepartmental correctional policies. Not to mention, having both
types of materials will also help the inmate to achieve the greatest
use of his right to access the courts.
PART I—EVOLUTION OF PRISON LAW LIBRARIES IN THE UNITED
STATES
As early as 1900, prisons offered books and other print materials
to inmates as a way to provide religious and secular education; to
rehabilitate prisoners psychologically and socially; and to distract
prisoners from the dullness of prison life.6 Libraries at that time were
entirely made up of “bibles, prayer-books, sermons, and other
religious materials,”7 as a way for the inmates to repent their sins
against God and the community.
Over time, however, the religious monopoly seen in prison
libraries began to change.8 Instead, prison officials became interested
in prison libraries as a way encourage order and obedience from the
inmates while at the same time providing academic enrichment to
the inmates.9 For instance, in the 1940s the American Prison
Association stated the purposes of books in prisons were for “social
and vocational training,” “release from emotional strain,” and
rehabilitation for the inmate.10 Simply put, these libraries were
intended to provide therapy, entertainment, and education to the
inmates.11
It was not until the 1950s that the virtual ban on law books and
other legal materials in prison libraries began to shift.12 Some prisons
offered libraries as way to settle inmates’ legal questions, to wrestle
power from jailhouse lawyers, and to cut down on the number of
“ill-prepared and useless writs.”13 These prisons wanted to reduce
the “disappointment and frustration of prisoners who have [had]
6. Johnathan Abel, Ineffective Assistance of Library: The Failings and the Future of Prison
Law Libraries. 101 GEO. LAW JOURNAL 1171, 1178 (2013).
7. Id. at 1180. (internal quotation marks omitted).
8. Id.
9. Id.
10. Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
11. Id. at 1178.
12. Id. at 1181.
13. Id. at 1188.
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their writs rejected.”14 Even so, most prisons offered no legal
material at all to its inmates.15 Yet, whether a prison provided a
multiple-volume library or banned law books altogether, was
entirely up to the correctional institution themselves.16 This “hands
off” approach would begin to change in the 1960s and 1970s when
prison law libraries, or the lack thereof, became a central
constitutional issue that inmates brought before the courts to show
that they were being deviated of their right to access the courts and
equal protection as guaranteed by the First and Fourteenth
Amendments.17
There is no specific provision in the United States Constitution
that directly gives an inmate the right to have access to a law library
or access to the courts,18 and the United States Supreme Court has
been reluctant “to extend constitutional protection to unchartered
areas” where the foundations for decision-making, “are scarce and
open-ended,”19 such as an inmate’s access to legal materials, law
libraries, and the courts.
The first time the Court formally recognized an inmate’s right to
access the courts was in Ex Parte Hull in 1941.20 There, the Court
established that states “may not abridge or impair a petitioner’s right
to apply to a federal court for a writ of habeas corpus.”21 In the years
following Ex Parte Hull, a number of federal and state court cases
tried to clarify and define the rights of inmates who seek
postconviction relief; mainly with respect to inmates’ right to counsel
and the legal assistance needed by them.22 Most noteworthy among
these cases was the Johnson v. Avery23 case. There, the Court
established the right of inmates to use other inmates to pursue their
cases in the absence of other reasonable alternatives.24 These inmates
are often referred to as “jailhouse lawyers” or “writ writers” by the
other inmates.25
14.
15.
16.
17.

Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
Id. at 1185.
Id.
Id.; Bounds v. Smith, 430 U.S. 817, 818 (1977); See Alexis Miller, Prisoners’ Access to
the Courts: A Qualitative Study of the Barriers Inmates Must Overcome to Access the Courts, 10
THE JUSTICE PROFESSIONAL 361, 362 (1998).
18. John Council, Hitting the Books: Inmates Pursue Freedom in TDCJ Law Libraries, Texas
Layer, May 8, 2006 at pg. 197.
19. Casey, 518 U.S. at 367. (internal quotation marks omitted).
20. 312 U.S. 546 (1941).
21. Id.
22. Sabath & Payne, supra note 2.
23. 393 U.S. 483 (1969).
24. Id. at 490.
25. Sabath & Payne, supra note 2.
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And the first time the Court formally recognized prison law
libraries was in 1971 with its opinion in Younger v. Gilmore.26 This
two-sentence opinion forced prison officials to go beyond providing
mere religious, vocational, and recreational materials to inmates. 27
Rather, this opinion made way for the modern-day prison law
libraries, which must be stocked with helpful, practical legal
materials that an inmate can use when preparing for his case or
bringing suit.28 In essence, prisons had to provide affirmative legal
assistance to its inmates.29 It is important to note that in these two
cases, the Court set out neither specific court access procedures to be
used by the prison officials, nor the types of legal resources and
materials that must be made available to the inmates.30 However,
that would change with United State Supreme Court decision in
Bounds v. Smith, which gave correctional officials some acceptable
options when deciding how to provide their inmates with access to
the courts.31
A. Bounds v. Smith
Decided in 1977, Bounds was a case where a class of North
Carolina prisoners sued the state for its “failure to provide legal
research facilities.”32 The district court, citing Younger v. Gilmore,
sided with the prisoners, but stopped short of telling North Carolina
how to resolve the constitutional violation.33 Instead, the district
court recommended two changes.34 One, create a program that
would make lawyers, law students, or public defenders available to
the inmates; or two, create law libraries.35 North Carolina chose law
libraries.36 The inmates, unsatisfied with the limited number of law
libraries North Carolina proposed, appealed the district court’s
ruling.37 The court of appeals for the Fourth Circuit affirmed the
district court’s order. The state petitioned for review and the Court

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

404 U.S. 15 (1971).
See id.
Abel, supra note 6, at 1193.
Id. (emphasis added).
Sabath & Payne, supra note 2, at 46.
Bounds v. Smith, 430 U.S. 817 (1977).
Id. at 818.
Id. at 818-19.
Id. at 819.
Id.
Bounds, 430 U.S. 817 (1977).
Id.
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granted certiorari.38 Justice Thurgood Marshall, who delivered the
opinion of the Court, held that under Younger inmates have a
constitutional right to “meaningful access” of the courts.39 He noted
that the United States Supreme Court had always required states to
assure all its prisoners had meaningful access to the courts.40
The central issue in Bounds was whether states “must protect the
right of prisoners to access the courts by providing them with law
libraries or alternative sources of legal knowledge.”41 The state
argued the inmates were “ill-equipped to use the tools of the trade of
the legal profession,” thus, “making law libraries useless in assuring
meaningful access [to the courts].”42 Justice Marshall expressly
rejected that argument saying, “pro se petitioners are capable of
using law books to file cases raising claims that are serious and
legitimate even if ultimately unsuccessful.”43 If a lawyer must
perform preliminary research (e.g., court jurisdiction, venue,
standing, and the types of relief available), then it is no less vital for
a pro se litigant to be able to conduct this type of research as well.44
Simply put, “without a library, a [pro se] inmate will be unable to
rebut the state’s arguments.”45
Justice Marshall, joined by Justices Brennan, White, Blackman,
Powell and Stevens, went on to hold the “fundamental constitutional
right of access to the courts requires prison authorities to assist
inmates in the preparation and filing of meaningful legal papers by
providing prisoners with adequate law libraries or adequate
assistance from persons trained in the law.”46 However, Justice
Stewart’s dissenting opinion, joined by Chief Justice Burger, stated
that imposing a constitutional duty upon a state to provide its
prisoners with meaningful access to the federal courts can rarely be
advanced by making law libraries available to prison inmates.47 Both
justices were convinced that the decision would “result in the filing
of pleadings heavily larded with irrelevant legalisms [that] lack[ed]
the substance of professional competence.”48
Justice Rehnquist also dissented, indicating that if “meaningful
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

Id.
Id. at 823, 828-30.
Id. at 823, 828-829.
Bounds, 430 U.S. 817, 817 (1977).
Id. at 826.
Id.
Id. at 825-826.
Id. at 826.
Bounds, 430 U.S. 817, 828 (1977).
Id. at 836.
Id.
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access to the courts [included] law libraries, there is no convincing
reason why it should not also include lawyers appointed at the
expense of the State.”49 For Justice Rehnquist, the fact that the right
to access prison law libraries was supported by the same argument
as the right to postconviction assistance of counsel, showed that
neither right was truly guaranteed by the United States
Constitution.50 For the next ten years, North Carolina made no move
or gave any indication that it was in the process of fixing or changing
its prison library system.51 Ultimately, the district court entered a
court order ordering North Carolina to provide legal counsel to its
inmates, since its prison law libraries were inadequate to meet the
inmates’ needs.52
The Court in Bounds went beyond Younger by expressly
endorsing prison law libraries and voicing its confidence in inmates’
intellectual ability to do legal research and to use a law library.53
After the decision was handed down, many correctional officials saw
the ruling as now imparting onto them the affirmative duty to assure
reasonable means of legal assistance to all their prisoners.54 Put
differently, prison authorities had to take proactive steps in giving
its prisoners access to the courts, law libraries, and other legal
resources, and could “no longer just refrain from obstructing or
impeding [inmates’] access.”55 For instance, prisons with existing
law libraries now were under orders to ensure its legal books,
materials, and collections were up-to-date, legible, and translated for
its non-English speaking inmates.56
However, Bounds never
answered the question of what an “adequate” prison law library
entails. Therefore, prison officials, inmates, and the courts
questioned what types of library services would “constitutionally
suffice.”57 In spite of this Bounds paved the way for inmates to file
lawsuits challenging the adequacy of prison law libraries, such as
libraries with “incomplete or damaged collections.”58 However,
Lewis v. Casey decided in 1996—almost twenty years after Bounds—
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

Id. at 841.
Abel, supra note 6, at 1200.
Id. at 1198.
Id.
Id. at 1197.
Vibeke Lehmann, Prisoners’ Right of Access to the Courts: Law Libraries in U.S.
PRISONS, INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF LIBRARY ASSOCIATION AND INSTITUTIONS, (1994)
http://origin-archive.ifla.org/IV/ifla60/60-lehv.htm.
55. Id.
56. See Sabath & Payne, supra note 2.
57. Tubbs, supra note 2, at 15.
58. Id. at 16.
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dramatically reshaped Bounds by limiting an inmate’s ability to
access the courts through prison law libraries.59
B. Lewis v. Casey
The unanswered question of “adequacy” in Bounds resurfaced in
Casey, where a class of Arizona inmates sued the Arizona
Department of Corrections (ADOC) for failing to provide adequate
prison law libraries.60 The district court found constitutional
violations by the ADOC, and that decision was affirmed by the Ninth
Circuit on appeal.61 The Ninth Circuit, relying on Bounds, held that
the contents of ADOC’s law libraries were inadequate to provide
inmates with meaningful access to the courts.62 For instance, several
libraries volumes of reporters, as well as pocket parts to secondary
sources, were missing, and did not contain self-help manuals to
instruct inmates on how to use the law books.63 The Ninth Circuit
reasoned that staffing the law library only with correctional officers
who were not professionally trained in maintaining a law library was
inadequate to satisfy inmates’ right to meaningful access to the
courts.64 Rather, the court stated, prison library staff members
should have at least some basic knowledge of legal research.65 While
the Ninth Circuit went on to indicate that an inmate did not have a
constitutional right of unlimited access to a prison law library the
ADOC, nevertheless, cannot routinely prohibit inmates from
accessing it.66 The ADOC petitioned the Court for review and the
Court granted certiorari.67
When the case went before the United States Supreme Court, the
ADOC argued that Bounds only required the state to put incarcerated
individuals on a similar footing to those individuals not
incarcerated.68 It asked, why should inmates get better legal
assistance than most free citizens who cannot afford high-quality
legal representation?69 The ADOC went on to note that the inability
59. Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. 343, 351 (1996).
60. Id. at 346.
61. Julius J. Marke, Prisoners’ Rights To Adequate Law Libraries; Management & Technology; Legal Research, 215 N.Y. L.J., 8 (1996).
62. Id.
63. Id.
64. Id.
65. Id.
66. Id.
67. Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. 343, 348 (1996).
68. Marke, supra note 60.
69. Id.
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of a prisoner to do legal research is no more of a constitutional
concern than of free citizens with a similar inability.70 The United
States Supreme Court, siding with the ADOC, held that Bounds never
created a freestanding constitutional right for individuals to have
access to law libraries or legal assistance while incarcerated.71
Rather, in an opinion delivered by Justice Scalia, the Court held that
an inmate can bring an inadequate law library claim only if they can
show an injury occurred because of the library’s deficiencies.72
Simply put, the Arizona inmates had not satisfied the “actual injury”
requirement within the standing doctrine because they had not
shown that the deficiencies of the prison library had directly
“hindered” a viable legal claim.73 Inmates had to do more than just
show that the law libraries were “subpar in some theoretical sense.”74
And should an inmate meet that burden, the remedy prescribed by
the court must be “limited to the inadequacy that produced the
injury in fact that the plaintiff has established,” rather than statewide
relief.”75 Like Justice Rehnquist’s dissent in Bounds, Justice Scalia
warned that giving prisoners the right to “discover” claims and
“litigate effectively” would lead down a slippery slope, that
essentially blurred the lines between the right to access the courts
and the right to effective assistance of counsel under the Sixth
Amendment.76 In other words, if an inmate’s right to access the court
required a prison law library, then what is to stop inmates from
saying under the right to access the courts, there is also a right to
counsel.77
C. After-Casey
Prior to Casey, inmates had the ability to file direct appeals,
habeas petitions, civil right suits, and civil claims (e.g. child-custody
and divorce). 78 Yet, after Casey, prison officials, at the bare
minimum, only had to help inmates file habeas petitions or suits
challenging the conditions of their confinement.79 Consequently,
Casey seriously limited Bounds. So much so that a year after Casey
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.

Id.
Casey, 514 U.S. at 351.
Id.
Id. at 349-51
Id. at 351.
Lewis, 518 U.S. at 357 (1996).
Id. at 354.
Abel, supra note 6, at 1200.
Id. at 1207.
Id.
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was handed down South Dakota eliminated its prison law libraries
altogether, and instead contracted an attorney and paralegal to assist
inmates with their legal matters.80 The Casey decision was seen as
the reappearance of the “hands off” approach employed by
correctional officials prior to Bounds.81
Additionally, Casey undercut the many attempts to advocate for
a systematic improvement of prison law libraries and legal services
within the American criminal prison system.82 That is to say, the
Casey decision dealt a severe blow to supporters of Bounds in their
efforts to “improve the quality and completeness of prison law
libraries.”83 Not to mention, the Prison Litigation Reform Act
(PLRA), passed just one year after Casey in 1997, 84 “set the bar so
high” for inmates who want to file a claim in the federal courts.85 The
PLRA was enacted in response to the increase in prisoner litigation
in the federal courts.86 The PLRA placed restrictions on the ability of
prisoners to file lawsuits based on the conditions of their
confinement. Among other things, the Act sought to: reduce
frivolous litigation; allow correctional officials the ability to remedy
problems before litigation; and lighten the caseload for courts
handling prisoner litigation.87 In essence, the PLRA statutorily
hampered the “ability of judges to improve prison conditions
through court intervention, while at the same time placing new
challenge upon inmate litigants.”88 Subsequently, by 2001—less than
five years after Casey—lawsuits about the adequacy of prison law
libraries filed by inmates were down 43 percent since their peak in
1995, while at the same time there was 23 percent increase in the
80. Adam Wisnieski, Access Denied: The Digital Crisis in Prisons, THE CRIME REPORT,
(August 6, 2018), https://thecrimereport.org/2018/08/06/access-denied-the-digital-crisis-in-prisons/.
81. Sabath & Payne, supra note 2.
82. Id. at 47.
83. Id.
84. 42 U.S.C. § 1997e (2006).
85. Telephone Interview with Camilla Tubbs, Dean for Library and Technology, University of California, Hastings College of the Law, (May 30, 2019) (notes on file with the
author).
86. See Tubbs, supra note 2.
87. Under the Act inmates are required to “completely exhaust all administrative
remedies” in accordance with the institution’s grievance procedure, before they can file
any claim with the courts. 42 U.S.C. § 1997e(a) (2006). The Act also has a three-strike clause
to prevent claims “without merit, or those that are frivolous or malicious.” 28 U.S.C. §
1915(g) (2006). Each time a judge dismisses an inmate’s lawsuit because it is frivolous, malicious, or does not state a proper claim for relief, then it counts as a “strike.” Once an
inmate has three “strikes,” then that inmate cannot file again until he or she pays the court
filing fees up front. See Tubbs, supra note 2, at 33.
88. Tubbs, supra note 2.
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number of people incarcerated in the United States.89
Nonetheless, Casey reaffirmed the fundamental principle in
Bounds that state and federal prison officials have a constitutional
duty to provide some form of assistance—be it libraries or persons
trained in the law. These services must be adequate enough to give
inmates the capability of filing non-frivolous lawsuits “challenging
their sentence or the conditions of [their] confinement,”90 and it is
“that capability, rather than the capability of turning pages in a law
library, that is the touchstone.”91
PART II—ADEQUACY OF PRISON LAW LIBRARIES
To date there is no current United States Supreme Court case law
on what an “adequate” prison law library entails.92 Since Casey the
Court has not discussed what a prison law library might look like or
whether Casey even allows a change in the approach to what a prison
law library should contain (e.g., only print materials allowed in the
correctional facilities, no digital materials at all; or only criminal law
materials, no tort or contract law). As a result, many state, federal,
and local statutes do not address what prisons must have in order to
be an adequate prison law library under the United States
Constitution. For example, Wisconsin Administrative Code for
Department of Corrections (DOC) Section 309.155(3) says in part,
“each institution . . . shall maintain a law library and make legal
materials available to inmates at reasonable times and for reasonable
periods. The department may employ the use of current technology in
providing access to legal materials.”93 That last sentence could imply
that as long as the sheriff ensures that its jail law libraries have
internet access then the jail law library is “adequate” under
Wisconsin law. Nowhere in the statute does it instruct the sheriff or
other jail officials on what materials their library must have—be it
print or digital materials.
To help bridge this disparity among the American correctional
system, the American Association of Law Libraries (AALL) compiled
a minimum list of law books a prison needs in its collection in order
to meet the adequacy requirement under Bounds and Casey.94 This
89.
90.
91.
92.

Id. at 19.
Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. 343, 356 (1996).
Id. at 357.
See Telephone Interview with Benjamin Wright, Professor of Criminal Justice,
Radford University, (May 24, 2019) (notes on file with the author).
93. WIS. ADMIN. CODE DOC §309.155(3) (2019) (emphasis added).
94. Lehmann, supra note 53. See Bounds v. Smith, 430 U.S. 817, 819 nt. 4 (1977) (Justice
Marshall concluded that North Carolina’s proposed lawbook collection adhered “to a list
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list has been regularly updated and expanded by the AALL.95 The
basic collection that will stand up to constitutional scrutiny consists
of:
• a federal and a state component, each containing
codes, statutes, constitutions, jury instructions, and
reporters (i.e. case law);
• digests to the reporters;
• research tools such as Shepard’s Citators;
• criminal and constitutional law treatises;
• legal dictionaries;
• legal research and writing manuals;
• court forms, such as motion to suppress, motion for
divorce, etc.
• general “how-to” guides for the layperson;
• legal practice and procedure manuals; and
• prison department’s rules and regulations.96
Furthermore, the AALL list has been cited by various state and
federal courts as the standard to which prison officials must have
available to its inmates in order to have an adequate library.97
Therefore, by following the prescribed AALL list, a state can be
reasonably assured that it has met its constitutional obligation.98 The
American
Correctional
Association
(ACA)
also
issues
recommendations on what an adequate prison law library requires.99
For example, modeling its operating procedures after the ACA,
correctional institutions in Virginia state that at a minimum, its
institutions’ law libraries must have, “relevant and up-to-date
constitutional, statutory, and case law materials, applicable Court
rules and practice treatises.”100 Its law libraries must also have an
“adequate supply of Virginia pre-printed legal forms for direct filing
with the Courts at no cost to offenders,” including, “General Power
approved as the minimum collection for prison law libraries by the American Correctional
Association (ACA), American Bar Association (ABA), and the American Association of
Law Libraries [AALL], expect for the questionable omission of several treaties, Shephard’s
Citations, and local rules of the court.”) This seems to imply that if a prison law library
adheres to the AALL, ACA, or the ABA prison law library requirements then that library
is constitutionally “adequate.”.
95. Lehmann, supra note 53.
96. Marsha Thomas & Betsy Sandison, Public Library Toolkit, AALLL
https://www.aallnet.org/lispsis/resources-publications/public-library-toolkit/
(last
visited Sept. 5, 2019).
97. Lehmann, supra note 53. See Bounds, 430 U.S. at 819 nt. 4.
98. Lehmann, supra note 53.
99. Vibeke Lehmann, Challenges and Accomplishments in U.S. Prison Libraries, 59
LIBRARY TRENDS, 490, 492 (2011).
100. Vir. Dep’t of Corr., Operating Proc. 866.3, Offender Legal Access (2018).
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Of Attorney Forms, Petition For Writ Of Habeas Corpus, and §1983
Title 42 US Code.”101
As mentioned previously, Bounds gave the states several
selections to pick from in deciding how to provide adequate
“meaningful access” to inmates and fulfill their constitutional
obligation.102 Currently, there are three common methods used by
prison officials across the United States to meet this obligation.103
One, partnering with law schools, prisons officials, and school
administrators to create academic clinical programs where law
students, under the supervision of attorneys, come and assist
inmates with filings habeas corpus, meeting court deadlines, and
other legal research.104 Two, employing full-time staff attorneys or
contract with prisoner assistance organizations as such the Innocence
Project or the NAACP’s Criminal Justice Program, to help inmates
with legal claims.105 Or lastly, creating and maintaining prison law
libraries.106 Nearly, all American prisons have elected law libraries as
their primary court access method to its prisoners.107 The initial startup costs for a single law library for a basic core collection of state and
federal materials can be anywhere between $60,000 and $70,000.108
And upkeep costs run anywhere between $8,000 and $10,000 per
year.109
Factoring in the significant prison population and
correctional institutions (both state and federal) across the United
States, it can run officials hundreds of thousands, if not millions, to
build and maintain prison law libraries.110 However, litigation by
inmates about the inadequacies of their access to the court have
resulted in correctional institutions using a combination of methods,
since no single method assures meaningful court access for all its
inmates.111
PART III—LITERATURE REVIEW
Whether it is a sign of bleak economic times, budget constraints,
or advances in technology, it cannot be denied that over half of the
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
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United States’ prison law library systems are switching to digital
materials, thereby replacing some or all of its print materials.112 As
stated previously, this Comment will answer the question of whether
twenty-first century technology helps or hinders an inmate’s access
to the court via prison law libraries. Due to the neglect of this specific
topic by courts, commentators, and scholars, the Comment focused
on literature reviews from only two scholarly peer reviewed articles.
The first literature reviewed was by Michael J. Sabath and William
Payne, Providing Inmate Access to the Courts: U.S. Prison Strategies for
Complying with Constitutional Rights, which studied the methods used
by state prisons throughout the United States when giving its
inmates access to the courts. The second literature reviewed was by
Suzanna Conrad, Collection Development and Circulation Policies in
Prison Libraries: An Exploratory Survey of Librarians in US Correctional
Institutions, which wanted to know if individuals borrowing books
in prisons are given the same confidentiality protections as those
individuals in a public library.
A. Methodology
This Comment chose to use a literature review research design
because other research methods (i.e. historical, correlational,
descriptive, experimental, quasi-experimental, etc.) did not fit as well
as a literature review design. A historical research design or a quasiexperimental design could be used, however, due to time and
location limitations, a literature review design is more fitting. A true
experimental design was not chosen because it would be extremely
difficult to control for all the variables that could affect the
dependent variable.113 Neither a descriptive research design, nor a
correlational research design is appropriate here because the
purpose of this study was not to explore a subculture or describe
prison law libraries, but rather this Comment aims to study the
existing effects of twenty-first technology on prison law libraries.
The advantages of using a literature review research design
include being cost effective. Because the Author has access to schoolfunded legal databases, there is little cost to review these scholarly
journals. Another advantage is that this design is an efficient way to
112. Tubbs, supra note 2, at 14, 20 (Correctional institutions replacing print prison law
libraries
with digital materials include Wisconsin, Illinois, Oregon, and West Virginia. And states
such as Florida and Minnesota are experimenting with combining both print and digital
materials). See Abel, supra note 6, at 1173 (over 40 states are providing access to some form
of electronic databases in their prisons).
113. NEIL J. SALKIND, EXPLORING RESEARCH 252 (8th ed. 2012).
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collect data since there are several scholarly journals on the topic of
prison libraries. And lastly, minimal amenities are required to
conduct literature review empirical research. Still, there are also
some disadvantages to using literature review including researcher
biases, sampling errors associated with each scholarly journal, and
the lack of a representative sample population.
B. Measurement
For the purposes of this Comment, print materials were defined
as anything printed on paper such as: 1) brochures, forms, flyers,
letters, or books, which contained legal information (either criminal
or civil or both) about case law; 2) state, federal, and local statues,
state and federal constitutions, jury instructions; and 3) legislative
materials such as bills, sessions laws and legislative history.
Digital materials were defined as any type of electronic device
including 1) computer kiosks, laptops, or iPads, which contained
legal information (either criminal or civil or both) about case law; 2)
state, federal, and local statues, state and federal constitutions, jury
instructions; and 3) legislative materials such as bills, sessions laws
and legislative history. The electronic devices could either have
preloaded information or internet access on them. This Comment
also defines digital material to include electronic databases, such as
Westlaw, Lexis, Pacer, Bloomberg, etc.
C. Literature Review
1. Sabath & Payne, Providing Inmate Access to the Courts:
U.S. Prison Strategies for Complying with
Constitutional Rights
In the first literature examined, researchers Sabath & Payne
studied the methods used by state correctional institutions
throughout the United States when giving its inmates court access.114
It also examined how prison background factors, such security level
(i.e. minimum, medium, maximum, or mixed/multilevel),
population size, facility, gender composition, prisoner demand for
legal materials, and budget, shaped court access methods.115 The
researchers mailed out a self-reporting survey questionnaire to 400
adult state prison librarians in all 50 states, with a follow-up mailing

114. Sabath & Payne, supra note 2, at 47.
115. Id.
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four weeks later.116 The survey asked 25 questions focusing on court
access. These set of questions can be broken down into three
categories: (1) methods used to help inmates access the courts (i.e.
paralegal training, allowing jailhouse lawyers, or permitting internet
access to legal databases such as Westlaw or LexisNexis); (2) the
effects of Casey on court access methods; and (3) efforts to improve
court access (be it from court order, the responder’s perspective, or
as a general consensus by prisons’ officials).117 In addition, the
survey also asked responders about their prison background
factors.118 The researchers randomly selected their sample size from
the Directory of State Prison Libraries, which consisted of
approximately 800 libraries.119
Of the surveys mailed out, only about 38 percent of them were
returned completed.120 The researchers received responses from
nearly all 50 states with the exception of three states: Delaware,
North Carolina, and New Mexico.121 Prison populations ranged
from as little as 70 inmates to over 5,000 inmates.122 69 percent of the
librarians who responded indicated that their prison library had its
own budget from which they could purchase legal materials.123 And
“almost two in every ten respondents indicated their facility had at
some time been under a court order to improve the way it provided
inmates with access to the courts.”124
The most common method used by prisons were jailhouse
lawyers, and to a lesser extent the use of technology, such as
LexisNexis or CDs.125 Although the use of these technologies is
widespread in the general public, this data suggests technology
plays a relatively minor role in helping prison officials meet their
constitutional obligation.126
Institutions were found to use, on average, five methods to give
prisoners access to the courts.127 Larger institutions, with prison
populations larger than 1,000 were more likely to use multiple court

116.
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access methods than smaller institutions.128 Women’s correctional
institutions were more likely to use public defenders, law school
students, technology, and jailhouse lawyers; while men’s
correctional institutions made bigger use of paralegal training and
legal assistance classes.129 It was noted by Sabath and Payne that
men’s and women’s prisons were found to use prison law libraries
equally.130
And lastly, most librarian responders, over 80 percent, indicated
that the legal emphasis within their prison either remained the same
or increased during the years after the Casey decision.131 However,
over 50 percent felt that Casey “watered down any rights inmates had
to facilitate unhindered access to the courts.”132 For example, cutting
law library hours; removing legal materials not related to
postconviction relief such as casebooks about divorce, child support,
and probate; narrowing the scope of various legal collections; and
getting rid of subscription services.133
Sabath and Payne concluded by encouraging more research on
which methods work the best for both the inmates and correctional
officials because while some prisons have started the move toward a
digital library, most prisons still use print libraries.134 The researchers
believed practical analyses that studied the use of technology to
support an inmate’s court access would a great benefit135 to both the
legal field and the correctional field.
2. Conrad, Collection Development and Circulation
Policies in Prison Libraries: An Exploratory Survey of
Librarians in US Correctional Institutions
The second literature reviewed focused on the question of
whether individuals borrowing books in prisons are given the same
confidentiality protections as those individuals in a public library.136
Specifically, Conrad asked, did the American Library Association’s
(ALA) Policy of Confidentiality of Library Records apply to prison
libraries?137 These policies, among other things, advocated the
128.
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130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
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attitude that prisoners “should have the right to purchase, receive,
and read, . . . any and all legal materials, newspapers, periodicals,
and books, . . . except those which describe the making of any
weapon, explosive, poison, or destructive device.”138
To answer her question, the researcher conducted case study
analyses of prison library policy documents from several
correctional institutions within the United States.139 She also used
online surveys, which the researcher created and administered
between November 11 to 25, 2010.140 Conard asked respondents,
among other things, their institution’s circulation policies, the types
of materials and books kept in the library, and who or what was
involved in the development of the library collection.141
The researcher collected most of her population sample from the
librarians listed on the prison listserv on the ALA website.142
Additional sample participation came from prison library blogs,
LinkedIn, and other social media sites.143 The researcher received a
total of 17 responses from ten different states including, Maryland,
Colorado, and North Carolina.144 Respondents were employed in
institutions with as few as 300 prisoners to as many as 2,000
prisoners.145 Moreover, some of the respondents were employed in
a single prison library, while others oversaw multiple prison
libraries.146 Of those 17 responses, seven participants sent their
institution’s collection development statements or circulation policy
statements or both.147
The researcher reviewed these seven
statements to determine whether the institution adhered the
aforementioned ALA policies.148
Virtually all the respondents stated that their prison library’s
central purpose was to maintain contact with the outside world.149
That is, the library’s main purposes were to enhance a prisoner’s
vocational and educational skills; help him with reentry back into
society after parole; improve literacy; and provide the prisoner with
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recreational reading while imprisoned.150 And to a much lesser
extent, Conrad noted, the purpose of the libraries were to act as a
place where prisoners could go and conduct legal research.151 Since
legal materials were not regularly stocked pursuant to Casey, most
institutions surveyed did not offer any legal services to its
prisoners.152 For example, the Colorado Department of Corrections
has a statewide policy in which “[l]ibrary equipment or services may
not be used for legal purposes, nor may the library be used as a
location for offenders to provide legal assistance to one another.”153
Respondents indicated their libraries were stocked with books,
magazines, and newspapers.154 Even though no institution offered
direct internet access to its prisoners, some nevertheless provided
indirect internet access via the librarian or clerk, to which the
prisoner could ask them to look up certain things online.155
Furthermore, when describing their check-out process, many of the
respondents indicated their process is a similar check-out process to
that of a public library.156 However, unlike a public library, a prison
library has the “need to avoid any literature that may jeopardize the
safety and security of the institution.”157 For example, the institution
would not allow its library to be stocked with materials on the topics
of “gangs, guns, drugs, knives, bombs, poisons, codes, escape
and/or racial or religious hatred, criminal skills (lock picking, home
security systems) or sex involving use of force or children.”158
When reporting on the institution’s book selection process,
respondents indicated among others, local librarians, regional
librarians, inmates, and correctional staff, all participated in the
selection process when ordering new materials for the prison
library.159 However, this process can be a very difficult and drawn
out.160 For instance, respondents often had to make a list of
acceptable titles, get quotes from vendors, submit expenditure
requests, and get approval from higher-ups before any new books or
materials could be purchased and added.161
150.
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The findings also implied that prison libraries appear to be
functioning like public libraries in terms of material selections;
however, prison libraries have very different procedures regarding
an inmate’s borrowing record.162 Put another way, public libraries
follow a confidentiality policy in which circulation and “patron
borrowing records are frequently deleted when an item is
returned.”163 In contrast, prison libraries usually do not have any
such confidentiality policy and will often keep the prisoners’
borrowing records on file for years.164 With that being said, 35
percent of respondents revealed that prisoners borrowing records
were deleted immediately once an item was returned, while 29
percent kept this information; citing reasons of assessing and billing
for damages as the rationale for keeping these records.165 These
circulation records can be accessed by library staff or other staff
within the correctional institution as part of a grievance process or
criminal investigation.166 Conversely, “one of the problems when
looking at official circulation records is that they do not always
accurately reflect what an inmate has read. Many inmates loan books
to other inmates, and many books are stolen by an inmate.”167
Conrad concluded by stressing that censorship of violent
literature should be determined by correctional officials on a caseby-case basis because taking away certain literature and
“questionable reading material has never been proven to discourage
criminal activity.”168 The researcher believed that inmates should
have the same right to privacy as public library patrons.169
Accordingly, producing a list of an inmate’s borrowing records for
legal or disciplinary reasons “does not prove intent, nor does it even
prove that the book was ever read by the accused inmate.”170 “Nor
can it be proven,” the researcher went on to state, “that the crimes
committed by [an inmate] were a direct result of the works he read
while imprisoned.”171 Instead, the researcher believed that prison
libraries should be focused on assisting prisoners, not censoring
them.172
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D. Results
After examining the literature, it appeared that while the concept
of digital materials and a digital library is a well-meaning one, it has
yet to be fully used and developed within the United States criminal
justice system. The literature implied that, a prison using only
technology as way for inmates to access the court hindered them in
their legal research. And prisons allowing an inmate to use only print
materials also hindered his access to the courts. Rather, an inmate
will have the greatest benefit from having both print and digital
materials when accessing the courts, especially in a prison housing
over 200 inmates.
While there has not been a dramatic change in the collection of
legal material in a prison library since Casey, nonetheless the effects
of Casey on prison libraries can be seen with the limited hours of
operation, lack of qualified legal staff, and lack of current lawbooks.
These effects make it harder for inmates to get postconviction relief
from the courts, and a prison using only one method to give its
inmates access to the court does not help matters.
PART IV—PRISON LAW LIBRARIES: DIGITAL VERSUS PRINT
Due to sweeping technological changes in the United States,
American correctional facilities are increasingly switching from print
materials to digital materials.173 Further, the cost of storage and print
materials are getting to be so expensive that the switch to digital
materials comes as no surprise.174 For example, Wisconsin DOC was
paying about $70,000 per year to maintain the print collection in its
the prison system, and with its shift to Westlaw, the annual maintain
cost varied between $9,000 to $25,000.175 While Florida spends about
$1.9 million a year on print materials for its prison law libraries, those
costs could be reduced to half by switching to digital materials.176
To date, 45 state correctional systems and the entire federal
prison system has switched over to electronic law libraries.177 For
example, Hawaii gives its inmates access to legal research through
computer kiosks with “shatterproof” touch screens preloaded with
LexisNexis.178 In Maryland, each death row inmate has access to
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computers to do legal research.179 In Oregon, prison law libraries are
almost entirely on CD-ROM.180 And some jails have even gone as far
as handing out laptops to inmates so the inmates can conduct legal
research from the security of their own cells.181
Additionally, Virginia started the process of switching to digital
materials in 2010. For the first two years, Virginia correctional
institutions contracted with LexisNexis to provide its inmates with
access to legal materials.182 However, in August 2012 to June 2018,
the institutions switched to exclusively contracting with Westlaw;
and from June 2018 to present the institutions have switched back to
LexisNexis.183
Furthermore, prior to accessing these legal materials a Virginian
inmate must fill out a request. In other words, once granted, an
inmate who filled out a request to access the prison library can
physically visit the library to conduct his or her own research on the
computer. 184 Among others, the libraries are staffed with other
inmates, who are called, “law library clerks,” or “clerks” for short.185
These clerks help other inmates to navigate the library and answer
research requests from inmates in segregation.186 And while the
clerks help the administrative staff run the library and assist other
inmates with printing, they cannot give “legal advice” to the
inmates.187 Rather, the clerks can help an inmate fill out and file a
motion with the court; or fill out legal forms such as for divorce or
child support.188 Correctional officers are not physically present
inside the library, instead, the officers will be “assigned to a hallway
where the law library is located and periodic checks are made” to
ensure the safety and security of everyone inside.189
Some states use a combination of both print and digital
materials.190 For example, in Wisconsin, Dane County sheriff
officials allowed its jail inmates to check out up to three books at a
179.
180.
181.
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time and request that a reference librarian look up on Westlaw any
legal research related to the claim of their case.191 Each inmate is
allowed to have one digital request per week.192
In recent years there was been much debate about the
advantages and disadvantages of digital materials provided by
American prisons to their inmates. A few common advantages
include money, access, and security improvements.193 Because
digital materials are cheaper to maintain and update than print
materials, correctional facility budgets are less strained.194 Further,
since there is less need to maintain mandatory collections, staff
members that work in and support correctional facilities no longer
have to process hundreds of legal books and supplements each
year.195 Further, digital materials gives inmates increased, easier
access to the prison library which in turns “creates a sense of
independence” because the inmates “like being able to work on their
own case.” 196 Inmates who can go to the library, look up their case,
and conduct their own research, makes them feel like they are part
of their legal process as “opposed to leaving it in the hands of the
[prison] staff” or their lawyer.197
With a digital library, books are “never missing or mutilated,”
making it so that the materials are always readily available to the
inmates.198 And when conducting their research, inmates can use the
help screens and tutorials loaded onto the digital library to access
information in a more efficient manner.199 Prison officials will not
have to worry about inmates looking up or accessing inappropriate
materials because many electronic databases have a “built-in website
and content security.”200
And lastly, print materials propose a danger to a person’s safety
that digital materials do not. For instance, prisoners might use the
books as missiles or other weapons to harm another inmate or prison
correctional officers.201 Additionally, by placing books in a pillow
191. Id.
192. Id.
193. Joe Bouchard, Contraband and Communications: How an electronic law library saves
money, improves inmate access to information, CORRECTIONSONE.COM, (Jun 26, 2018)
https://www.correctionsone.com/products/financial-services/articles/476027187How-an-electronic-law-library-saves-money-improves-inmate-access-to-information/.
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case or strapping them together, an inmate can do arm curls,
engaging in body building and strength training.202 Books can also
be used to conceal and move contraband to other inmates within the
prison.203 For example, in Virginia, correctional officers would often
find “razor blades in the spines of the law journals” and other
books.204
Even so, some say that the computerization of American prisons
by providing their inmates legal material digitality has not helped
solve the problem of access to courts. Instead, switching from print
to digital has made things much worse.205 The switch from print to
digital has created a logjam for information.206 In the past if several
different inmates needed the same book all at the same time, then the
reference librarian could make copies of the relevant sections of the
book allowing multiple inmates to receive their requested
information.207 But now, inmates are having to wait in long lines to
get on one of the computer kiosks. 208 And while computers make
research easier for those inmates who are computer literate, inmates
who are without computer skills cannot navigate the digital material
at all.209 Some also believe that by giving inmates internet access to
legal information will lead to an increase in frivolous lawsuits.210
And even though going digital saves “space issues” and “security
issues,” nonetheless, it is still very expensive to maintain a prison law
library.211
While state and federal statutes and case law can be accessed
online at little to no cost, it is cost of secondary sources where things
get expensive.212 Purchasing secondary sources is unavoidable
because it is hard for the inmates to read and understand statutes
and case law, and so it is vital that prison law libraries have
secondary sources that breakdown how to read case law or how
properly submit a motion to the court.213
As a final point, one cannot help speculating about whether this
transition to digital materials, will lead to more problems than
202.
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solutions. For example, will the cost of digital materials (e.g.
computers, database subscriptions, etc.) continue to be lower than
the cost of buying and maintaining a print collection?214
Furthermore, it is not unusual for law firms that subscribe to legal
databases through flat fee service plans to pay more for that service
when additional lawyers from that firm access the database.215
Therefore, will the same situation occur in state correctional
institutions where the costs of databases escalate along with
incarceration rates?216 And lastly, what will happen should a
database or computer become inaccessible due to a cyber-attack or a
technological failure? Does that mean an inmate has been denied
access to the courts?
V—JAIL LAW LIBRARIES
This Comment mostly focused on inmate access to prison law
libraries, rather than inmate access to jail law libraries. Given that
inmates will not be in jail for an “extended period of time” and
because “jails have less opportunity for recreational activities,”
including time to access the library, there might be more complains
from inmates in jail about the lack of access.217
For instance, Mr. X, an inmate housed in the Milwaukee County
Jail, stated that the library “doesn’t always have what you need,” and
that most of the books are “outdated.”218 Not to mention, there was
no traditional, physical library that the inmates can go to, which
makes hard to conduct legal research.219 Further, there are no set
hours in which an inmate can request a book or ask for help.220
Rather, the library, or lack thereof, is run by a correctional officer
“who does not explain things” and “she comes in when she
wants.”221Yet, one way Mr. X got around these lack of resources was
to ask family for help. Specifically, Mr. X would write to family about
a certain case or statute he needed, and the family would respond by
printing out and mailing back the requested information.222 And if
Mr. X was confused about a legal word or term he would use a
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dictionary or ask his attorney what the word or term meant.223 When
asked if access would be improved if the jail were to switch
completely to digital materials, Mr. X stated that a “mixture” of both
print and digital materials would be best.224 This mixture would
allow inmates “more freedom” when researching their case.225 And
having a person to run the library who is certificated in legal
research, such as a teacher, lawyer, or student would be better,
instead of a correctional officer with little to no training in legal
research.226
Following those words, it would be interesting to see if a switch
to digital materials, or a combination of both print and digital
materials would be most beneficial to inmates housed in jails; or
would the results be similar prison law libraries.
CONCLUSION
Even though legal research conducted by free individuals has
gone digital, lawsuits still require paper fillings with the court.227
Therefore, it is important that an inmate know how to properly
conduct online legal research so that they may properly file their
claim.228 While the success of the inmate’s legal claim is unsure,
having proper access to the courts will empower the inmate to seek
the correct legal assistance.229 Further, having access to both digital
and print materials will allow the inmate to use “natural language”
when searching on legal databases for information about their claim,
which in turn will point them in the right direction when looking in
print materials.230
However, judicial opinions, statutes, and practice treatises are
not designed for a sixth-grade reading level. And so, the
digitalization of prison law libraries are merely facial improvements
with no substantive impact on helping inmates to fully use their right
to access the courts to the best of their ability.231 The purpose of a
prison law library is to provide access to the courts through the
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availability of legal materials.232 That’s why, if too many restrictions
or obstacles are placed on an inmate’s physical to both print and
digital legal materials, then that is counter-productive and will lead
to an inmate suing the prison.233 Instead, prison officials need to
focus on cost-effective, beneficial ways for inmates to access the
courts and that includes both print and digital materials, and
following the AALL recommended prison law library collection is a
good start. While it is not necessarily a bad thing if a prison elects to
use only a digital library or only a print library, regardless, the lack
of uniformity across the American criminal justice system leads to
confusion and frustration. In short, this Comment strongly
encourages further research how today’s technology effects not only
the inmates’ access to prison law libraries, but also the effects it has
on prison officials when they are in the process of creating and
maintaining their prison law library—be it a digital or print library.

232. Lehmann, supra note 53.
233. Id.

